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ZIS is a global operating company with strong
imprint in consulting and service supplies. For
more than 15 years, we have accompanied
reputable firms in the quest for excellence
and global market preferential positioning. Be
the supply of different services such as
research works, market penetration strategies,
marketing studies, technical and technological
studies, training, human capacity
development (just to list very few), we have
been providing qualitative, excellent and
professional services to our customers.
Notwithstanding, we provide various
equipments, machineries and attached
services to industrial customers of different
boards. The list of our clients ranges from
multi-national companies, up to industrial
local champions across to strong branded
financial institutions. As illustration
companies such as Siemens, GE, coca cola,
PHCN, DIAGEO, Bernabe Group, Dangote,
Bollore group, Kärcher, Schneider Electric, JA
Delmas are few of the many clients we have
had the privilege to serve in the past years.

We have a profound experience of the north
and sub-Sahara African market. Be technical
requirements, expertise or applications, we
have gathered strong experience and valuable
inputs thank the years of practical interactions
with various stakeholders across the region.
Our team is built of experts in various fields
that have work in average 15 years in various
countries across the African continent in their
area of expertise. While thanking you again
for your interest we assure you of our
professionalism and expertise.

Credit given to our regular accompagnement
of projects (various natures) from conception
up to deliveries an follow up across the life
time, we have gathered key facts and
expertise in the domains our operations
cover. additionaly, each of our consultants has
worked more than a decade in their fields of
expertise for or with strong branded
multinationales in the filed of industry,
finance, infrastructure and technology. All this
expertise is fully at your disposal today.

v Technology and consulting

v Engineering and technical support

v Process design and optimization

v Project management and control

v Consulting

Ø Management consulting

Ø Architechture consulting

Ø Business process consulting

Ø Application consulting

v Technical and business Trainings &
Human development strategies

v International market penetration



Raise your business to the next
level with groundbreaking
strategy, fresh technologies and
innovation advisors that help
drive business value.

Technology will never stop
evolving, it’s the nature of the
beast. So having an innovation
advisor on your side is vital: to
tailor a strategy that fits, and to
uncover the right tech for your
toughest business problems— no
matter the industry.

Our technology consulting
services help you steer your
transformation with the latest
technology, design thinking and
agility, while also energizing your
legacy systems— at a pace that’s
right for your business.

} We bring innovation,
intelligence and deep
industry experience together
with leading technologies
from our ecosystem partners
to help you reinvent your

business as an intelligent
enterprise— and innovate at
scale, across your
organization.

} Transform your business and
innovate at scale with the
power of intelligent
platforms— SAP, Oracle,
Microsoft and more.

} Turn technology innovation
into differentiation using
data, AI and custom systems
with intelligent software
engineering services.

} Drive innovation and
accelerate growth with our
intelligent cloud and
infrastructure services.

} Boost your results today and
future-proof your business
with technology innovation,
at scale.

“ZIS Expertise combines business
and industry insights with
innovative technology services to
transform your business.”
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Trusted Engineering systems
excellence and professional
technical Support

When it comes to reliable,
efficient, safe, and future-proof
engineering solutions and
systems in today’s complex and
changing environment, sound
advice from Engineering
/Technology experts is essential.
ZIS has a legacy of world
renowned engineering experience
and innovative software and
technology Know how. Our
Engineering and system
consulting services range across
technical, economic and
regulatory disciplines. We deliver
system studies, field
measurements, disturbance
investigations, need
investigation, feasibility analysis,
write up of technical blue prints,
Engineering, procurement,
Construction, Operation, Health
and safety needs analysis e.g.
post-event analysis, as well as
expert testimonials and provide
expert software tools for system

simulation and analysis. Rely on
the leading knowledge and global
experience of the ZSI consulting
experts.

“Our intention is not to satisfy or
please our customers with our
service deliveries and support,
our intention is to amaze our
customers”

Our idea of service and technical
support does not stop with pre-
construction or construction, we
accompany our customers all
through the life span as a trusted
partner /adviser. Our experts will
join your team and make sure all
the bottlenecks are solved before
they leave, they will run and
assist you all through the project
from inception to full execution ,
making sure resources are
optimally planned and utilized.
The lasting success of your
endeavor is our lonely concern.
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Digitization is progressing at a
fast pace. Individuals, companies
and societies network in real-
time. The global economy is
changing - and so are the
opportunities and challenges for
corporate processes. Sustainable
process design and management
takes up these developments. It
supports complete customer
orientation with personalized
solutions in the digital business
network.

For more than 15 years, our
experts have been consulting and
designing integrated and
innovative processes for
industrial and business
customers. The aim is to
comprehensively design,
modernize and sustainably
optimize business processes.
With innovative solutions we help
our customers to react
successfully to the constantly
changing market influences.
Therefore, we offer extensive
experience for the design of
digital end-to-end processes in

complex Landscapes

Be business processes, Finance,
production, manufacturing, IT or
any other, we take pride in that
we can develop a solution for
each customer from start to
finish.

Our services range from
feasibility studies, complete
process development from design
conceptualization, to designing,
building and installing
equipment, and providing
ongoing support for our
customers. Whether you need to
optimize your existing process,
or you’re looking to design a new
one, our Experts of highly
qualified engineers, consultants
and designers are ready to meet
the challenge.
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Enterprise-wide technology projects
have become a way of life for
organizations. While these projects
and programs can bring substantial
benefits, if not properly managed,
they can have a real negative impact
on business performance.
ZIS’s project management team, with
high quality skills and experience,
can help you manage effectively
organization’s project portfolio,
enhance your project and program
performance and increase the
probability of their successful
completion.

ZIS’s project management services
offer an objective, professional
approach to managing the many risks
associated with the project and
programme implementation. ZIS uses
well established methodologies and
leading concepts and practices, which
may be applied to various types of
projects which involve a business
transformation, a complex IT systems
initiative, a regulatory compliance or
other critical issues or even
infrastructural project, such as
building/extending a production
plant.

Portfolio Management Advisory

Organizations operate in increasingly
dynamic environments which often
makes it a struggle to satisfy fluid
business requirements. If not

systematically managed, this can lead
to fragmented change initiatives
which are inconsistent, uncoordinated
and unlikely, overall, to add value to
the organization.

IT Project and Programme
Management

ZSI provides coaching services in the
area of project and programme
management, in organizations that
have lack of skilled
project/programme resources. We
can take on the project management
of a project / program or a number of
workstreams within the project or
assist the current Project/Program
Managers with the management of
their projects, providing required
guidance and advices.

Project / Programme Office (PMO)
Assistance

We can assist with the setup and
manage the PMO solution, capable of
enabling you to articulate and
‘measure’ the progress and
performance of your project /
programme. We provide services of
reviewing, evaluating, and designing
a program management office and a
framework (covering processes,
responsibilities and tools) across the
organization to provide control and
manage risk.
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Organizations today are under increased
pressure for continuous re-evaluation of
their performance. Pressure may come
from national or international
developments, shareholder pressure,
government legislation and regulatory
developments.

In such a challenging environment our
Consulting practices can help our clients
in: seizing opportunities, make timely
decisions based on accurate information,
align their IT and business strategy and
take advantage of technology available,
focus on improved performance, enhance
financial management understand and
manage policies and regulations and
identify, manage and develop their most
important asset, their people.

Our experts and Consulting professionals
have strong technical capabilities and
extensive industry experience in their
respective fields and are able to offer
practical and applicable advice that will
help our clients achieve tangible and
lasting improvements in their
performance.

Management consulting: Agile
frameworks are able to provide
orientation but can only reach their full
potential when tailored to the individual
dynamics of the company. We have
developed extreme capabilities in
business performance monitoring and
improvement, IT Advisory and people
excellence.

Architecture Consulting: your IT
landscape needs to be as closely aligned
as possible with your company’s goals,
business processes, and organizational
structure. In today’s fleeting global
markets, only those with highly efficient
IT achieve notable growth, our expertise
ranges from Big data management to
digitization, Cloud solutions, hybrid
architectures and up to IoT services.

Business Consulting: companies today 
operate in a highly dynamic market. Low 
predictability and rapid change are the 
rule rather than the exception. Concepts 
and strategies that are still good and 
right today must adapt to this change in 
order to ensure success in the future. 
Our expertise here stretches from 
business coaching over interim services, 
Finance management,  Organizational 
and Risk management, reviews and 
audits and IT management.

Application Consulting: as application 
consultants who specialize in processes, 
we’re well-versed in the requirements of 
international industry. Our process-
oriented mindset and approach are what 
enable us to implement solutions on the 
cutting edge of innovation. A profound 
understanding of the business processes 
common in different industries is also 
essential to offering the best possible 
support. We are fully grounded in 
following applications, Microsoft 
dynamics, CRM, SAP, data Analytics, 
Finance and operations and collaboration.
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Over the years, experts, consultants
and researchers in Human Capital
Resources and development have
advanced various definitions for HR
Capacity Building. Its purpose,
structure and evaluation in an

organization.
In its broadest interpretation,
capacity building encompasses
human capital development, as an
essential part of development. It is
based on the concept that education
and training lie at the heart of
development efforts and that
without effective human capital
development, most development
interventions will be ineffective. It
focuses on a series of actions
directed at helping the employees in
the development process to increase
knowledge, skills, and
understandings with a view to
developing the right attitudes
essential in bringing about the
desired developmental change.

For organizations, capacity building
may relate to almost any aspect of
its work: improved governance,
leadership, mission and strategy,
administration (including human
resources, financial management,
and legal matters), program

development and implementation,
fundraising and income generation,

diversity, partnerships and
collaboration, evaluation, advocacy
and policy change, marketing,
positioning, planning, etc.
Therefore, Capacity Building
transcends training and
development, and in its broad sense,
includes the following:

Human Resource Development:
which is the process of equipping
individuals with the understanding,
skills and access to information,
knowledge and training that enables
them to perform effectively.

Organizational Development: the
elaboration of management
structures, process and procedures,
not only within organizations but
also the management of
relationships between the different
organizations and sectors (public,
private and community).

Institutional and legal framework
development: making legal and
regulatory changes to enable
organizations, institutions and
agencies at all levels and in all
sectors to enhance their capacities

Human Resource Development

Review Organization Strategy and HR Impacts

Review Job Profiles

Skills Acquisition Strategies

Performance Monitoring and Reviews

Organizational Development 

Elaboration of Structures, Processes and Procedures

Cross-sectorial Relationship Management (Public, Private, 
Community)

Institutional and Legal Framework

Legal and Regulatory Policies Implementation and 
Reviews

Capacity development of required Organizations, 
Agencies and Institutions

Training, Re-Training, Coaching 

Continuous Monitoring and Reviews 



As the 2008-09 recession fades
from memory and credit
conditions improve, many
companies are considering
expanding into new markets.

There are a variety of ways in
which a company can enter a
foreign market. The following
strategies are the main entry
options open to you. Direct
Exporting, Licensing, Franchising,
Partnering, joint Ventures, buying
a Company, Piggybacking,
Turnkey projects and greenfield
investments.

In doing so, they face a multitude
of challenges spanning the range
of corporate functions.

No one market entry strategy
works for all international
markets. Direct exporting may be
the most appropriate strategy in
one market while in another you
may need to set up a joint
venture and in another you may
well license your manufacturing.
There will be a number of factors
that will influence your choice of
strategy, including, but not

limited to, tariff rates, the degree
of adaptation of your product
required, marketing and
transportation costs, inadequate
socioeconomic circumstances,
data protection and privacy
concerns, local employment
customs-practices and laws,
excessive bureaucracy, Quality of
partnerships. While these factors
may well increase your costs it is
expected the increase in sales
will offset these costs. Thank the
years of expertise and experience
gathered while working in these
markets (at different level of
responsibility), our Consultants
and experts are highly skilled to
accompany you in your journey
towards international expansion.
We make sure your path is
smoothed, that you have all
required information for accurate
decision making, and we support
reducing maximally the risk for
failures.

Direct Exporting

Licensing

Franchising

Joint-Ventures

Turnkey Projects

Piggybacking

Buying a Company

Greenfield  Investments



•Be at the managerial, the engineering
or even if sales skills level, we support
with customized programmes the
development of your workforce. with
a variety of formats, be on the job, 
seminars or online courses or one to 
one discussions.

•At different Levels of the
organization and accross the
areas of corporate functions
(management, business, 
engineering, production, etc..) 
we support putting together
the right training programmes
and we deliver them

•Supporting the setting up
of training infrastructure, 
from inception up to 
commissioning and 
operation. Including
facilitators and facilities

•Process analysis, skill gap
assessement, design and 
implementation of 
development measures, 
monitoring, evaluation and 
reviews
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•Cleaning is today a significant lever
for entreprise performance. We
consult on cleaning issues affecting
corporate productivity, and design 
appriopriate cleaning solutions
(technology and processes) and 
accompany their effective
implementation

•Our consulting services
target at improving
significantly entreprise
performance - business
areas accross and lift up the
bottom line. We implement
renowned tools for People, 
process and Infrastructure 
management

•Accross Corporate functions and 
organizational groups, we
support setting up or Improving
Processess, for lean, efficient and 
powerful performance. We
therefore assist during
conception, design, development
up to reviews and optimization.

• We manage projects for you.

• We set up your PMO     

•If required we would set up
the full entreprise IT 
infrastruture, or part of it
based on departments
considered. We
conceptualize and deploy
the framework and all the t 
necessary tools, SAP,     
CRM, Etc… Technology 

and 
Engineering

Process and 
Project 

Management

Industrial 
Cleaning 
Solutions

Management 
and Business



•We provide a wide range of 
machineries, tools, materials and 
accessories for mechanized cleaning. 
Our equipments are suitable for the
highest cleaning requirements for
industries, Services, building, hotels
etc..

•We deliver all equipments and 
machineries timely and safely
so that you can concentrate on 
your business. Be Industry, 
Power and tools, generals
supplies, etc.. We organize all 
the logistics till the equipment
/materials get to you

•Be solution integration,  
equipment retrofitting, 
Installation of a new
production line, we support
you with our expertise from
the idea level up to 
operational stage and 
beyong supporting your
technical team with sevice
issues

•Thanks to years of regular
contacts and insights into
specified markets, we advise
our cleints on the best
approches when penetrating
new intl. Markets or
improving ther sales and 
marketing performances
on those Markets International 
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•Be at the managerial, the engineering
or even if sales skills level, we support
with customized programmes the
development of your workforce. with
a variety of formats, be on the job, 
seminars or online courses or one to 
one discussions.

•At different Levels of the
organization and accross the
areas of corporate functions
(management, business, 
engineering, production, etc..) 
we support putting together
the right training programmes
and we deliver them

•Supporting the setting up
of training infrastructure, 
from inception up to 
commissioning and 
operation. Including
facilitators and facilities

•Process analysis, skill gap
assessement, design and 
implementation of 
development measures, 
monitoring, evaluation and 
reviews
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Shell Nigeria (SPDC), Nigeria.
SPDC has a major foot print in Nigeria in  Exploration and Production of crude oil

} Regular power system shut downs and outages due to human failures
} Huge production losses due to frequent interruptions
} Extremely high maintenance cost and inappropriape service planning

} Conduct a skill gap assessment over more than 1000 staff and define requirements
} On-board technical lead on issues at hand, conceptualize and design a training plan
} Execute training measures under consideration of gaps and production requirements
} Review on quarter basis training impact on staff performance and productivity

Customer Benfit: Continous improvement of staff competence, raised awereness and team
motivation and most importantly drastic reduction of system failures / enhanced productivity

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

08/2011 –11/2014 

ZIS -Team

Supervison: Reza Ganjavi

Customer Contact

Paul Horn, Global Lead Electrical Training
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Siemens AG, Germany & Nigeria.
Siemens delivers EPC Power projects in Nigeria, with 200 Mio €Annual Turnover

The state owned power sector was undergoing profound reforms leading to privatization . 
Siemens as EPC contractor, was to provide major Solutions to Power utilities requiring local
skilled staff and experts. There has been a deficit of training of staff for more than two decades.

} Plan, conceptualize and roll out a skill gap assessment of all staff of the power sector in 
Nigeria (almost 25 000 people)

} Categorize staff needs per business segment and develop appropriate training program for
each group

} Roll out trainings accross the country, control execution and review monthly success

Customer Benfit: Well trained and skilled local workforce to accopagny power reforms, 
Siemens positioned as preferred technology partner and secured business revenue over years.

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

01/2011 –12/2013 

ZIS -Team

Supervision: Jean Aboude 

Customer Contact

Alain De Cat, CEO Siemens Nigeria
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Alfred Kärcher, Germany & East Africa.
Kärcher provides Original Equipment and Machineries for Industrial cleaning

} Despite huge investment from Kärcher in the region sales have stagnated for years
} Strong competition offering solutions that seem to be more suitable for the market
} Dealer partners serving a very little portion of the market and fighting each others

} Create a „is situation“ as closed as possible to the reality and get all stakeholders awereness
} Educate dealers on market potential and how to use their strenghts and abilities to tap into
} Develop series of workshops and trainings for management, sales and technical team
} Review on quarter basis, progres and re-align on way forward

Customer Benfit: Continous improvement of sales figures, clear split of resposabilities
between dealers,  enhanced service capabilities, gain of huge market shares back from
competition
Existing contracts and frame agreements with major EPCs in the region

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

07/2017 –12/2019 

ZIS -Team

Supervision: Jean Aboude

Customer Contact

Axel Stolz, VP Global Export Markets
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Stanbic IBTC, Nigeria.
Leading bank in Nigeria, with operations into infrastructural project financing

} The state owned power sector was undergoing profound reforms leading to privatization.
} The infrasstructure finance team will be involved on multi millions $ financing deals with

none to low knowledge on power assets, power project financing and assessment of risks

} Design and execute series of workshops and Trainings with the goal to understand market
specificities and project structures

} Provide coaching and supervision on first discussion –Role playing contract discussions
} Review regularly performance with team and team lead

Customer Benfit: Reduce risk of fail investment, confident staff, increased professionalism
and more deals at end for the bank

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

01/2012 –12/2012 

ZIS -Team

Supervision: Jean Aboude

Customer Contact

Infrastructure Financing Team Lead
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Airport Authority, Sudan.
State Institution that manages and operates all the airports in the country

} Recurrent damages of airplane‘ wheels due to lot of residues on the run way
} Increased risk of accidents as utilized cleaning solutions were inappriopriate

} Assess situation at hand (type of residues, frequency of cleaning, etc… )
} Coordonate discussion with expert team in Germany and provide fit for purpose solution to 

the client (including sevice requirements, spares, etc… )
} Supervise Test on site and commissioning –organize training of airport staff
} Manage after sales activities and follow ups

Customer Benfit: Reduced accidents rates, reduced number of dammaged wheels, satisfied
customer, trained and empowered service and operation staff

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

05/2017 –12/2017 

ZIS -Team

Supervision: Jean Aboude

Customer Contact

O. Sahlan, AGM Airport Khartoum
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Power Holding Company (PHCN), Nigeria.
Holding that owned, operated and managed all power infrastructures in Nigeria

} Huge instability of the power grid in Nigeria, frequent system failures and over-recurring
power outages.

} Inadequate understanding of technical characteristics of equipment installed incl. Protection

} Review of installed equipment and align with technical specification, review of power system
stability and protection settings and philosophy

} Develop a dynamic and a static system model suitable for protection simulation and netwok
planning

} Determination of optimal protection relay settings for reliable network operations

Customer Benfit: Ease modelling of the system enabling prediction of outages, reduced
equipments and components dammages, ease operation and fast decision making

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

04/2012 –12/2013 

ZIS -Team

Supervision: Reza Ganjavi

Customer Contact

Lead System Operation -Transmission 
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Siad Group, Algeria.
Distribution of industrial equipments, tools, machineries and auto spares in Algeria

The group SIAD is a new on-boarded dealer partner and has no experience in the field of 
industrial cleaning -

} Design and execute series of workshops with sales lead and team, with the goal to 
understand market specificities and product /solution portfolio

} Reviews Product/solutions offering and train sales team to approach market
} Establish contacts to major players and provide avenue for pre-project discussions
} Support marketing team to develop market specific supports and generate attractive leads

Customer Benfit: Ease market penetration and fast Start of operation, strong revenue
generation fron begin and continous improvement of sales figures, brand recognition.

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

09/2018 –11/2019 

ZIS -Team

Supervision: Jean Aboude

Customer Contact

A. Siad, MD SIAD Algier Branch
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Diageo, Cameroon.
Major Brewerie and supplier of brand liquors and drinks in Cameroon

} Recurrent system failures and long down times , due to lack of skills of operation team and 
maintenance team

} Organize a world class training with global standards in the region at attractive price

} Organize a skill gap assessment based on job profiles, experiences and mostly recurrent
failures

} Develop training modules targeting at onboarding the trainees at their real levels and 
developing them into intermediate /Expert levels

} Review on quarter basis training impact on staff performance and productivity

Customer Benfit: Continous improvement of staff competence, raised awereness and team
motivation and most importantly drastic reduction of system failures / enhanced productivity

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

05/2013 –12/2013 

ZIS-Team

Supervision: Lukas Bechmann

Customer Contact

Plant Management Lead.
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Company

Challenges

Concept and Solutions

Lapp Group, Germany & Africa.
One of the world leading manufacturers of cables, Leads and Systems

} Lapp struggled to convince EPC‘s to use their material on their projects
} Sales Performance far below expectations after months of active prospection
} Lack of timely identification of major projects and inappropriate solutions to requirements

} Design and execute series of workshops with sales lead and team, with the goal to 
understand market specificities and project structures

} Reviews Product/solutions offering and train sales team to approach market
} Establish contacts to major players and provide avenue for pre-project discussions
} Support marketing team to develop market specific supports and generate attractive leads

Customer Benfit: Continous improvement of sales figures and recognition of the brand
Existing contracts and frame agreements with major EPCs in the region

Optional –Platz für Fotos, 
vorher diesen Platzhalter 

löschen

Time

02/2016 –11/2016 

ZIS -Team

Supervison Jean Aboude

Customer Contact

Daniel Ibanez, VP Region South EMEA
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